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Executive summary 

The “D4.7 Information package for the strategic stakeholder conferences” document includes 

the information package for the 2nd Strategic Stakeholder Conference of the infra4Dfuture 

project. The deliverable has been produced by the Centre for Research and Technology Hellas 

(CERTH) / Hellenic Institute of Transport (HIT) team. The enclosed documents for the 2nd i4Df 

Strategic Stakeholder Conference have been produced by Coordinator and WP1 leader RWS. 

The organisation of a series of stakeholder conferences is part of the work in WP1. 

This deliverable concerns information related to the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference, like the 

professionally designed i4Df leaflet, the draft document “Transport infrastructure capabilities 

for 2040” (version May 2019), the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference agenda, the presented 

Power Point and further dissemination materials. 

In the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference high level representatives of public issue owners, 

innovation programme owners, industrial lead suppliers and research providers participated in 

order to consolidate the results of the 1st i4Df Expert Workshop that took place in Bergisch 

Gladbach, Germany, on 25-26 February 2019. The participants of the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder 

Conference discussed possible options for coordination mechanisms to be developed in the 

i4Df initiative to roll out, deploy and sustain its potential key principles and jointly developed 

approach. The outcomes will contribute to an innovation ambition for the strategic stakeholders 

involved. 
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1 Introduction 

infra4Dfuture (i4Df) is a 24-month project under the H2020 topic of MG-2-4-2018- 

“Infrastructure Innovation for the Future”.  

i4Df aims to develop a demand-driven overarching strategy and coordination mechanism for 

the modernization of transport infrastructure including a shared strategic vision on future 

infrastructure capabilities and common pathways for innovation development and 

implementation. 

Facing a variety of emerging challenges, such as climate change, resilience, ageing 

infrastructure, maintenance, digitalisation, automation, energy and electrification, the National 

Transport Infrastructure Authorities (NTIA) have urgent requirements for infrastructure 

innovation. In view of the long cycle times in infrastructure management and the rapid mounting 

pressure from these challenges, there is a need for fast delivery of ready-to-implement, cost-

effective innovative solutions matching the requirements of the NTIA that jointly build the TEN-

T network. 

The i4Df consortium encompasses 20 partners from 17 countries, 19 of them being NTIA, 

joining forces to develop: 

 a strategic coordination mechanism aiming to deliver a concerted cooperation and 

collaboration across a portfolio of relevant European and national innovation 

programmes and initiatives; 

 a shared strategic vision on future infrastructure capabilities, each capability 

encompassing a series of focus areas for innovation. 

i4Df is based on a sound and coherent consultation and dialogue process with relevant 

stakeholders. This process is structured in a sequence of strategic, decision-making 

conferences and a supporting, tactical sequence of expert workshops and regional events. 

These will culminate in the founding of the i4Df Stakeholder Platform for Infrastructure 

Innovation and Implementation (ISPIII) at the TRA 2020. ISPIII will ensure a continuation of 

the coordination mechanism and shared vision beyond the duration of the action. Follow-up 

ISPIII events will take place at the consecutive biannual TRA conferences. 

1.1 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference 

In the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference, held in Brussels on 21 May 2019, the participants 

discussed possible options for coordination mechanisms to be developed in the i4Df initiative 

to roll out, deploy and sustain its potential key principles and jointly developed approach. A 

coordination mechanism will be built and organised around the identified Innovation Focus 

Areas (IFAs) as described in the draft document “Transport infrastructure capabilities for 2040”. 

The following three questions were the starting points for the discussions in the break-out 

sessions of the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference: 

 What benefits do you expect from the IFA committees? 

 What are eventual barriers? 
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 How can we get other stakeholders involved in the process (other national transport 

infrastructure authorities, industry, research, EC)? 

1.2 Purpose of the document 

D4.7 includes the requisite information package for the 2nd Strategic Stakeholder Conference. 

This sound information package has been developed appropriately reflecting the high level of 

the event. 

D4.7 information package includes both printed and digital material in order to maximise the 

dissemination of the scope and impacts of the project to the high-level participants that 

attended the Conference. The deliverable refers to Task 4.3 
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2 2nd Stakeholder Conference dissemination materials 

2.1 Introduction 2-pager 

Prior to the 2nd Stakeholder Conference, participants received an Introduction 2-pager 

document which included basic information regarding the i4Df initiative (ambition, content 

development, staged stakeholder development) as well as the aim and agenda of the 2nd 

Stakeholder Conference (Annex I) 

2.2 “Save the Date”, invitation e-mails and preparatory information for the 
Conference 

“Save the date” and invitation e-mails for the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference were sent to the 

wider relevant stakeholder community (Annex II and III). In subsequent e-mails participants 

were provided additional information regarding the Conference venue, the accommodation and 

instructions about how to reach the venue (Annex IV). 

2.3 First i4Df leaflet 

The project leaflet is an essential tool to raise awareness on the project. As such, CERTH/HIT 

has produced a professionally designed leaflet which is based on an initial leaflet created by 

RWS for the needs of the 1st i4Df Stakeholder Conference. Printed copies of the professionally 

designed leaflet were part of the preparatory package that was sent to the high-level 

participants of the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference. 

The leaflet is a threefold A4 flyer. It provides the following information: Project logo, origin, 

stakeholder engagement, approach, content, expected outcomes, consortium partners and 

coordinator contact details (Annex V). 

2.4 ‘Transport infrastructure capabilities for 2040’ (version May 2019) 

A well performing transport infrastructure network is essential for achieving the European 

ambitions and goals on competitiveness, growth and jobs, achieve alignment with the UN 

Agenda 2030 and related sustainability goals, which the EU has played an important role in 

shaping. Infrastructure is essential for the prosperity of Europe, especially in the peripheral 

areas. Its sustained provision in reference to the demands and requirements from the 

economy, society and environment poses a major investment challenge to the public 

infrastructure owners and managers. This investment challenge is the key driver for the 

infrastructure managers’ ambition to cooperate on infrastructure innovation and 

implementation actions, starting with the next multi-annual financial framework of the European 

Commission (2021-2027). 

The draft document ‘’Transport infrastructure capabilities for 2040’’ presents the reference 

base for further elaborating on this cooperation ambition: a common, systemic vision on 

surface transport infrastructure capabilities for 2040 and the main innovation areas that need 

to be evolved in order to reach the capabilities. The described infrastructure capabilities and 

Innovation Focus Areas (IFAs) serve as a guiding framework for structured, demand driven 

cooperation and collaboration between infrastructure managers, innovation programme 

owners, relevant industry and supporting research on infrastructure development, innovation 

needs and their implementation actions. 
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The document starts out with a demarcation of infrastructure that i4Df deals with, followed by 

the identification of required infrastructure capabilities for 2040 and their respective guiding 

objectives. From the required infrastructure capabilities 14 IFAs result for the period until 2030. 

The main part of the document presents the description of these IFAs. It concludes with a 

summary of requirements for professional competence development. 

This document has been and will be further developed through a stepwise process. The current 

version (see Annex VI) reflects the outcomes of a consultation with infrastructure managers 

and the European Commission on 11 December 2018 (1st i4Df high-level Stakeholder 

Conference) and European experts from 16 countries during the 1st i4Df Expert Workshop (25-

26 February 2019). It constituted a preparatory document for the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder 

Conference. 

2.5 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference agenda 

The agenda of the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference is presented in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference agenda 

 

2.6 Conference Power Point presentation  

During the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference, Power Point slides were presented by 

representatives of Coordinator RWS (Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Waterstaat), and the 

Polish Ministry of Infrastructure. More specifically, Mr. Mazur of the Polish Ministry of 

Infrastructure did the welcoming introduction to the i4Df project and conference and presented 

the event objectives. Subsequently, Mr. Ruijters of DG MOVE made a key note speech on 

“Investment, Innovative & Sustainable Transport”. After, RWS introduced the participants to 

the break-out sessions and presented the topics for discussion. After the break-out sessions 

in four parallel groups and a network lunch, Mr. Mazur of the Polish Ministry of Infrastructure 

did the wrap up assisted by the moderators of the four break-out sessions. Finally, RWS 

presented the next steps in the i4Df initiative (Annex VII). 
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2.7 Participants 

The list of participants included experts, policy advisors, managers and directors, among other 

functions, of the following organisations: 

 Latvian State Roads (LVC), LV 

 Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt), DE 

 Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (BMVIT), AT 

 Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer français (SNCF), FR 

 Agency for Roads and TRaffic (AWV), BE 

 Danish Road Directorate (DRD), DK 

 Forum of European National Highway Research Laboratories (FEHRL) 

 Ministry of the Environment, Energy and the Sea (MEEM), FR 

 ProRail, NL 

 Finish Transport Infrastructure Agency (Vayla), FI 

 The Swedish Transport Administration, SE 

 European Association of Automotive Suppliers (CLEPA) 

 Ministry of Economy and Inland Navigation (MGM), PL 

 European Federation of Inland Ports, BE 

 Ministry of Infrastructure (MI), PL 

 Centre for Research and Technology Hellas/Hellenic Institute of Transport (CERTH/HIT), 

GR 

 Service public de Wallonie (SPW), BE 

 POLIS 

 Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI), DE 

 Rijkswaterstaat (RWS), NL 

 Bundesamt für Strassen (ASTRA), CH 
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3 Conclusions 

Deliverable D4.7 presents the material that was distributed to the high-level participants of the 

2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference. The Conference was attended by high level representatives 

of consortium partners and further national transport infrastructure authorities and relevant 

stakeholders. 

For the participants of the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference in Brussels on 21 May 2019 an 

information package was prepared, including an informative 2-pager document with the 

agenda of the conference, “save-the-date”, invitation and additional information e-mails, a 

participants’ list, a project leaflet, a draft document ‘’Transport infrastructure capabilities for 

2040’’ and a Power Point presentation.  
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ANNEX I 
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ANNEX II 

 

                                                   
                                                         SAVE THE DATE 
                            2nd infrastructure4Dfuture Stakeholder Conference 
                                                   Brussels, 21st May 2019 
 

 

 

Dear Mr             , 
We are pleased to announce that the 2nd Stakeholder Conference of the infrastructure4Dfuture initiative will 
take place on 21 May 2019 in Brussels. The discussion will be on the foundations of the coordination 
mechanism for research and deployment for transport infrastructure managers.  The objective is to support 
the continued voluntary national, regional and European cooperation across the European transport 
networks, over the next decade towards 2030. This cooperation will serve NTIAs in their transformations 
through to 2040. 
 
As you may be aware, through the infra4Dfuture initiative, national (public) transport infrastructure 
authorities (NTIAs) across Europe are joining forces to coordinate their innovation actions with the 
objective to increase their effectiveness and efficiency against the backdrop of urgent societal challenges 
such as changing end-user needs, environmental and societal sustainability needs and driving benefits 
from digitalisation. They aim to do so through the harmonisation of innovation agendas, and a practical 
coordination mechanism for its roll-out in the next decade. An objective behind this initiative is the interest 
for NTIAs to preserve Europe’s vanguard position of their supply chains in the global market, and to 
maintain the availability to them of excellence in service and skills. 
  
The coordination as intended by the infra4Dfuture initiative, does not imply centralised or even collective 
management, but rather voluntary alignment/concertation of national, regional and European activities 
according to the required scale and respecting the principles of subsidiarity.  
  
For effective and timely delivery of innovative solutions from NTIAS suppliers in the relevant industry 
sectors, sufficient scales of economy are a precondition for enabling the market for step-change 
deployment actions. These conditions can only be delivered if the NTIAs coordinate their innovation 
actions across the national networks they are respectively responsible for. In the first Stakeholder 
Conference, on 11 December 2018, these networks have been defined as those on the TEN-T 
comprehensive network, including relevant sections of the national and regional networks that are non-
TEN-T. 
  
Therefore, in the 2nd Stakeholder Conference, planned for the 21st of May 2019, strategic stakeholder 
representatives from public infrastructure authorities, relevant industrial lead suppliers, supporting research 
providers, and public-sector innovation programme owners will be invited to review in a truly peer to peer 
setting how such a coordination structure may look like and work, focusing on its essential building blocks. 
  
Please save the date of the 2nd Stakeholder Conference in your calendar and do not hesitate to contact us 
should you have any questions. 
Please also note that invitations will be sent on the 5th of April, along with additional information. These 
invitations will be personal and not transferable. 
We look forward to see you in Brussels. 
  
Mr. Cees Brandsen,      
Managing Director 
Rijkswaterstaat,  
The Netherlands                

Mr. Herald Ruijters 
Director Investment, Innovative & Sustainable transport 
EC Directorate-General of Mobility and Transport, 
Belgium 

 

    

 

http://www.i4df.eu/
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ANNEX III 

 

                                                                     INVITATION 

                                     2nd infrastructure4Dfuture Stakeholder Conference 
                                                         Brussels, 21st of May 2019 
                                                Venue: The Square Meeting Centre 

 

 

Dear Mr/Mrs                       , 
  
Following a save-the-date-message sent in March, you are now cordially invited to the 2nd Stakeholder 
Conference of the infra4Dfuture initiative on 21stof May 2019 in Brussels. The conference will take 
place from 10:00 to 15:00 at The Square Meeting Centre (Entrance address: Coudenberg 3, 1000 
Brussels).   
  
The draft agenda for the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference is as follows: 
  
•         Registration                                                                   09:30-10:00 
•         Welcome and Morning Plenary                                 10:00-11:00 
•         Break-out sessions                                                       11:00-12:30 
•         Networking lunch                                                         12:30-14:00 
•         Afternoon Plenary/wrap up                                        14:00-15:00 
Through the infrastructure4Dfuture (i4Df) initiative, national (public) transport infrastructure authorities 
(NTIAs) across Europe are joining forces to coordinate their innovation actions with the objective to 
increase their effectiveness and efficiency in order to address urgent societal challenges, such as changing 
end-user needs, environmental and societal sustainability needs, and driving benefits from digitalisation. 
The aim is to harmonise the innovation agendas and strategies by defining a common vision for 2040, and 
deliver a practical coordination structure for its roll-out in the next decade. This will reinforce the interest for 
NTIAs to preserve Europe’s vanguard position of their supply chains in the global market, and to maintain 
the availability to them of excellence in service and skills. 
  
The main goal of the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference is to discuss how such structure could work in a 
(voluntary) setting of NTIAs defining the demand for innovation, and how it may be set in a larger 
framework of European and national programmes and networks of relevant stakeholders from public, 
industry and research sector. The conference will enable you to do this in a truly peer-to-peer setting with 
strategic representatives of these stakeholders, against the back drop of common infrastructure 
capabilities/guiding objectives (for 2040) and corresponding Innovation Focus Areas as they emerged from 
previous steps in the i4Df process. 
A detailed, updated agenda and further additional information will follow one week prior to the conference. 
Travel and accommodation are not covered.  
We kindly ask you to reply to this invitation before 6th of May by confirming your participation through the 
following online form.  
Note that this invitation is personal and not transferable without prior consultation of the i4Df organisation 
team.  
In case you have any questions, please contact the project coordinators: Ruud Smit (ruud.smit@rws.nl) 
or Peter Wilbers (peter.wilbers@rws.nl). 
We look forward to see you in Brussels. 
  
Mr. Cees Brandsen,      
Managing Director 
Rijkswaterstaat,  
The Netherlands                

Mr. Herald Ruijters 
Director Investment, Innovative & Sustainable transport 
EC Directorate-General of Mobility and Transport, 
Belgium 

 

   

  

https://www.square-brussels.com/en/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdrNt2Mq3Jmqb8aPb_BQESYrLqCDoH5vCi3qmUM-IanrSB_Kg/viewform
mailto:ruud.smit@rws.nl
mailto:peter.wilbers@rws.nl
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ANNEX IV 

 

 

Additional information 

2nd infrastructure4Dfuture Stakeholder Conference 

Brussels, 21st of May 2019 

Venue: The Square Meeting Centre 

  

      Dear Mr/Mrs                  , 
 
      We are glad to confirm your registration to the 2nd infrastructure4Dfuture Stakeholder Conference. 
 
      The Venue 
      The workshop is going to be held in The Square Meeting Center, which is located at Rue            
      Ravensteinstraat 2 B-1000 Brussels. Placed on the imposing Mont des Arts with a broad vista   

      over Brussels, SQUARE sits in the historical and cultural heart of the city, very close to the center  
      of European government. We suggest you to plan your arrival at least 30 minutes before the     
      morning plenary session start time. A networking breakfast is available from 09.30 onwards and  
      the plenary session starts at 10.00. 
 
      Accommodation 
      The city of Brussels offers a wide selection of quality accommodation and you can find somewhere    
      to stay in almost every price range. With approximately 10,000 rooms in close vicinity of SQUARE  
      alone, you are truly spoilt for choice. 
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 How to reach the venue 
 
By car: There are two public car parks with over 1700 parking spaces. Parking Albertine is the            closest car 

park and is situated underneath SQUARE with direct access to the venue from the inside. Both car parks are 
accessible 24h and both have recharging facilities for electric cars. For direct access from the car park, please go 
to level -3 and follow the directions to SQUARE. This route provides direct elevator access. A short walk away is 
the Grand Place car park which is conveniently placed midway between SQUARE and the UNESCO world 
Heritage site of the Grand Place. 
 
By Public Transportation: The Central Station of Brussels is a short walk across the Mont-des-Arts public 

gardens. All main tram, bus, metro and train lines converge here, as well as the fast train from Brussels 
International Airport. Train routes to every part of Belgium run from the same station which includes the cities of 
Antwerp, Brugge, Charleroi, Gent, Mons and Liège. 
Metro lines 1 and 5, tram lines 38, 63, 65, 86 
Bus lines 29, 48, 66, 71, 86, N06, N08, N09, N10, N11 
Bus lines 48 and 9 

By Plane: Brussels Airport is a speedy 17 minutes by train from the Central Station, stopping at the European 

Institutions on the way. At peak times, 6 trains run every hour and from the Central Station, which is only three 
minutes’ walk to SQUARE. 
Brussels Airport; Leopoldlaan, 1930 Zaventem 
 

In case you have any questions, please contact the project coordinators: Ruud Smit (ruud.smit@rws.nl) or Peter 
Wilbers (peter.wilbers@rws.nl). 
 
We look forward to seeing you in Brussels, on the 21st of May. 

  

   Mr. Cees Brandsen,  
   Managing Director 

Mr. Herald Ruijters 
Director Investment, Innovative & Sustainable transport 

mailto:ruud.smit@rws.nl
mailto:peter.wilbers@rws.nl
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   Rijkswaterstaat,  
   The Netherlands 

EC Directorate-General of Mobility and Transport, 
Belgium 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Mr/Mrs                , 
  
Thank you for registering for the 2nd i4Df Stakeholder conference in Brussel, on the 21st of May! 
  

Please find enclosed the following documents for the conference: 
         Introduction 2-pager (infra4Dfuture (i4Df) background information, aim of the 2nd 

Stakeholder Conference and agenda), 
         Capabilities document, draft (evolving, living document), 

         i4Df leaflet. 

  
The 2nd i4Df Stakeholder Conference will take place from 09:30 until 15:00h at the Square in 
Brussels in the direct vicinity of the Brussels Central Station. For the location see the following link. 
  
Looking forward to meet you in at the 2nd i4Df Stakeholders Conference in Brussels on the 21st of 
May. 

  

Kind regards, 
 

Mr. Cees Brandsen,  
Managing Director 
Rijkswaterstaat,  
The Netherlands 

Mr. Herald Ruijters 
Director Investment, Innovative & Sustainable transport 
EC Directorate-General of Mobility and Transport, 
Belgium 

 

 

 

  

 

 

https://www.google.be/maps/place/SQUARE+Brussels+Meeting+Centre/@50.8439338,4.355382,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47c3c4873c654411:0x68314d65accae29b!8m2!3d50.8439304!4d4.3575707
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ANNEX V 
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ANNEX VI 
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